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GALLOW HILL
Circular town and woodland walk
4km/2½ miles
Allow 1 hour
Pavement, minor road, beaten earth tracks
and paths
Moderate
Boots or stout shoes recommended
PARKING In

Moffat High Street.

from the bottom end of the High Street. Walk
towards the War Memorial and turn right at the
Clock Tower down Well Street (sign- posted for
Old Well Theatre and Well Street shops). Head
uphill on Old Well Street past Dowding House and
the Old Well Theatre and continue between the
no through road signs and past the end of Hartfell
Cresent. At the top of the narrow section of road,
enclosed by a wall and high earth bank, turn slightly
left and then immediately straight ahead. This path
starts at a large grated drain and follows a narrow
woodland strip uphill, to connect with a circular
track and path inside the edge of Gallowhill wood.
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Return to the main path and complete the circuit
before descending the woodland strip to Well
Street and returning to Moffat High Street.
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You can walk either a clockwise or anti-clockwise
circuit of the wood. At the top end of the wood
take a short spur path to the boundary for views
out over Hind Hill to Greygill Head, a craggy hill
favoured by ravens, with an old quarry on its lower
slopes. Moffat Well is in the valley below Blaebeck
Farm at the foot of these hills.
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Leave gates as you find them - Keep dogs under close control at all times - Keep to paths across farmland - Take care on country roads
Use gates and stiles to cross fences, hedges and walls - Respect farm livestock, crops and machinery - Take your litter home with you
Protect wildlife, plants and trees - Guard against risk of fire - Make no unnecessary noise.

